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Abstract

Under the assumption that the local SU(2) xU(l)y

symmetry is a good symmetry for new resonances, we predict

that mHmHA=cos8m2m ^ where 8 represents the mixing angle

between neutral gauge bosons and ir̂ , m , m ^ and mz< are the

masses of W, Z, W* and Z*, respectively. W* and Z* are the

lowest lying spin one resonances, whose pure states belong

to a triplet of SU(2)T. Possible SU(2) -singlet state is

assumed to be much heavier than W* and z*. Low energy

phenomenology of weak interactions indicates mw
fu:os9m7,

suggesting m^^rn^.

The recent observation of the weak bosons in the CERN

SppS collider experiments has confirmed the validity of

quantum electroweak dynamics (QEWD) based on the Glashow-

Weinberg-Salam theory (GWS) for electroweak interactions of

quarks and leptons. However, this theory involves many

parameters such as masses for quarks and leptons, weak mixing

angles, number of generations and the Fermi mass of Q~ . It

indicates that GWS may not be a fundamental theory for quark

and lepton interactions. In fact, the naturalness argument on

the presence of elementary scalars suggests that GWS is an

effective theory only applicable below the energy scale of

order 100 GeV, represented by Gp 1 / 2 (=300 GeV). Therefore, we

expect new physics to emerge around and above 100 GeV.

One of our expectations for physics beyond QEWD is the

appearance of new strong interactions by which quarks, leptons

and Higgs scalar (s) (and even weak bosons) are made of further

4)
fundamental particles-subquarks. The general feature of

subquark models is to predict new composite particles: spin J=0

resonances as partners of J=l gauge bosons, J=l/2 resonances as

excited states of quarks and leptons, J=l resonances as excited

states of J=l gauge bosons and so on. These particles are

expected to be observed in future high energy collider

experiments. Even the CERN SppS collider may have already

produced these new composite particles, whose indications are

given by events of £ + S." with a hard photon, monojets with

large missing energy7' and W with hard jets. ' Therefore, it

becomes of great importance to study resonance physics.



The study of properties of these resonances has been made

by various authors. In this letter, we focus on properties

of J=l resonances and discuss their masses. If there exist

J=l resonances whose masses are not much far away from the W

and Z masses, they necessarily mix with W and Z. As a result,

their mixing may alter the phenomenologically successful

relation; m^cosB^g. Conversely, the constraint of m ^ c o s e ^ ^

will provide a probe into properties of J=l resonances.

In principle, all the properties of any resonance should

be given by underlying subquark dynamics. However, since, at

the present stage, we do not know much about the dynamics, it

is desirable to develope a method for the study of resonance

properties, which does not depend crucially on the details of

the dynamics. The most useful theoretical method is to use

charge commutation relations (C.R.'sl determined solely by the

symmetry structure of basic interactions. What is the

symmetry for resonances? It seems reasonable to assume the

local SU(2) j.xU (1) „ symmetry for resonances, which is a good

symmetry for quark and lepton interactions. In hadron

physics, this CR approach has already been shown to give a

good description of hadron masses and couplings. ' The

difference between hadron physics and resonance physics thus

seems to lie only in the choice of underlying group and mass

scale.

The gauge bosons can be taken either elementary or

composite. The discussion to be presented here goes through

for either case, since the essential point is the existence of

a local SU(7)LxU(l)y symmetry at the composite level.

In a previous paper, we proposed the use of the SU(2K

charge comiuutation relations involving their time derivative

for the J=l gauge bosons in the GWS model. The relation

m =cos6 m_ was derived from a turn rule:

) sin2
(1)

with mA=0 due to the local U ( D e m symmetry. If J=l resonances

exist, then physical states must involve j=l resonances

as well as J=l gauge bosons. The sum rule (1) is necessarily

modified. Although there could, in principle, exist

SU(2)L~singlet as well as SU(2) -triplet J=l resonances, in

this paper we assume that either the singlet does not exist or

its mass is much heavier that the triplet. With this

simplifying assumption, we can then derive a relation:

ntrrrL-^cosSnum.,* where 3 stands for the mixing angle between

neutral gauge bosons. Prom the low energy phenomenology of

W and Z, it suggests that

(2)

Let us recapitulate the charge commutation relation

approach to J=l gauge boson sector in the GWS model. The

SU(2)- charge commutation relations are given by [T^,Ti] =

ie. .^T. . Since SU (2) LxU(l) y is broken, its breaking pattern

must be specified. This can be done by requiring that

T +, T+]=0, (3)

where T =T..+iT, and T=i [H,T] with H being hamiltonian of the

system. This requirement is to express that the breaking
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interactions of SU(2)T belong to the simplest one, i.e. to an

SU(2)L-triplet. This includes the GWS model with the SU(2)L

doublet Higgs scalar.

We next notice, as shown in ref. 12), that the mixing and

the diagonalization considered in the GWS model, A^ (x) =

sin8wW^
3) (x)+cos9wBu (x) and Zp (x)=cos9wwj

3) (xl-sinS^ (x) ,

give rise to

az(5)=cosewa3(Tc)-sin8wa0("k)+O(l/ |k|
 2) ,

aA(it)=sin8wa3(5)+cos6wa0(k)+O(l/ |k|
2) , (4)

where a (ic) (a = Z and A) are the annihilation operators of the

physical fields Z and A , respectively, while a^(k) (i=3 and

0) denote those of the w'31 and B . 0(1/ |k"|2) means that the

nonlinear terms involving a.(ic)'s vanish like l/|k"j for

|E|-"=. We thus find that the annihilation operators a (k, X)
a

of the physical bosons with momentum k, helicity X=±l and

physical SU(2)L indices a=w , Z and A form a linear

realization of SO(2) symmetry in the asymptotic limit k-»°.

This type of asymptotic symmetry was proposed before for

flavor symmetry.

By realizing the C.R. [T^,T. ] =ie ̂ ^Tj, in the asymptotic

limit using the above asymptotic SU(2)_, we obtain, for

example, <z (k1) | T+| w" (k)> = (2it)
 35 (k-k1) /2cos6w- since the

matrix element is evaluated at zero four-momentum transfer

squared limit, i.e. q2= (k-k1) 2* (m^-n^2) /4| k| 2-*0 a s k ™ , our

sin 8 w is the one evaluated at q =0. A main result is given

by sandwltching [T+,T+]=0 between <W
+(k)| and |w~(k)> with

k-«». By saturating intermediate states with Z and A, we

finally arrive at the sura rule (1) which gives: itu2=m_ cos28 .

However, if J=l resonances exist, then the physical

states realizing the C.R.'s are different from the set, W, 2

and A. We will include only an SU(2) -triplet J=l resonance

denoted by v*'x' (i=l,2,3) in addition to the J=l gauge

bosons. Namely, we make a dynamical assumption that the

SU(2) -triplet state is the lowest lying J=l resonance and

other states such as SU(2) -singlet states are much heavier

than V* . Inclusion of these other states is

straightforward and will be discussed elsewhere. The

difference between J=l gauge bosons and resonances lies in

their transformation properties under SU(2) :

for gauge bosons, V (i)

(5a)

(5b)

for resonances, V1•*(i) , where ( x' a n d Uv^ , ni.tj.^ "y vy -tl ' vy "y

represents the SU(2) gauge transformation. Physical

states (with £-*•«>) can be expressed (c =cose, s =sine / etc.).

w

w* 6 6

v
V*

a a
-s c 0
a a
0 0 1

ws s 0

-s c 0
ct a

0 -si V

(6a,b)

(3)

1 0

0 c
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For convenience, we parametrize the mixing angles as c^:

(3).B., Z*= IC2.B. and A^ 2 ICJ.B. , where Bj=V(3), B2=V*
(3)

and B3=B. It should be note that since the local u < D e m

symmetry remains unbroken, there is no mixing between A and

V*(3). The realization of Eq. (3) gives three sum rules:

<W+ |[T+,T ]|W~> =0,

<W*+I [T+,T+] |w"> =0,

<W*+j [T+,T+] |W*~>=0.

By taking Z and A as well as Z*, we obtain,

w = al raZ + a2 m Z *

(7)

(8)

interactions. Let g be a coupling constant of V to quark

and lepton currents and g* be that of V* ' . For simplicity,

g* is assumed to be universal over all quarks and leptons. To

construct the effective low energy Lagrangians for weak

charged- and neutral-current interactions, we follow the

method of ref. 14). The effective Lagrangians are given by

charged currents J ± , neutral current J_. of GWS and

electromagnetic current JEM together with 1^2=137.2 GeV/Sg(0))

as

with

and

pch=Ach+2EAch+e Bch'

(lla)

(lib)

where a .=C . -c ,+C . -,s . and b.=-C,s +C.,c.. From the identity
3 3 1 0 3 ^ 6 j j 1 6 3 <s 0

that a. b-.-a-b., =cQ, we derive1 £ c 1 0

From the positivity of a^ and b. ,

(10)

Since W* and Z* may couple to quark and lepton pairs,

these resonances in addition to W and Z mediate low energy

weak interactions. Note that v*'1' (i-=l,2,3) are the

SU(2)L~triplet and only couple to the L-handed quarks and

leptons; therfore, they will contribute in the V-A weak

with

where

ESff- 4 / 5 GF ( Pn JZL JZL+ 2 n JZL JEM+ PA JErf IEM )

Ai=Ci2(mWS/mil»2+Si2(mWS/mi2»

(12b)

(12c)

(12d)

(13a)

(13b)



2) ] , (13c)

with c^c^. si = s6' mii=II1w a n d mi2=mW* f o r i = c h a n d ci = ca' si = sa'

m..=m_ and m-2=m „ for i=n. The parameter e takes care of the

relative strength of coupling constants: e=g*/gL, These

2
parameters can be fixed by giving Sg , m.,, m_ and m * (or nVj*)

and by three constraints Eq. (8).

The low-energy phenomenology requires that p h, P M

and n, p'<<l. For a rough argument, we note that A /CQ is

transformed into

An/c^-l=t(Z-Cg) (Z*-Cg)/Cg+(W-1) (1-W*) (14)

where ) , z*=(mws/m21) , w=(mws/mw) and

which requires that

and n̂ i-Cgiî ,

to meet p ij, thus leading to

(15a)

(15b)

from Eq. (9). In Table, we show typical values of these

parameters for mw=82 GeV, mz=92 GeV and Sg(0)=0.21 (or

Sg.di^2) =0.225 from aEM(mw
2)/aEM(0)=1.070

15') . The mass for Z*

(or W*) is taken to be 100-300 GeV, the energy region soon

available in future collider experiments. From these

values, one can see that an appropriate value of e (=(g*/g ) )

of order 1/10 reproduces consistent results with the low-

energy phenomenology, i.e. p h, p M. and r\, p'<<l.

In conclusion, we expect, in the absence of

SU(2)L-singlet vector resonances nearby, that W* and Z* are

almost degenerate

•V^V' (15)

with W* a little bit lighter than Z* and that their couplings

to quark and lepton pairs are suppressed compared with those

for W and 2 as

^0(1/10), (16)

for nUj, „„ of 100-300 GeV. Therefore, *-.he validity of our

assumption that resonance physics rosf^^-Ls a local

SU(2) X U ( 1 ) Y symmetry can be checked by examining the above

properties in future high energy collider experiments at

LEP, SLC, HERA, SSC, etc.
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Table Typical values of various parameters in effective low

energy weak interactions for 1^=82 GeV, mz=92 GeV, sin
26(0)=

0.21 and m ^ / m ^ O .997.

•v
1 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

2 .

3 .

/mz

2

4

6

8

0

0

a

.039

.032

.030

.029

.028

.027

•I
.015

.018

.019

.020

.020

.021

A c h

.974

.970

.967

.965

.964

.961

A c h

.053

.077

.092

.103

.110

.128

B c h

.550

.410

.319

.256

.222

.106

V C 8
.974

.970

.967

.966

.965

.962

V C 9
.053

.077

.092

.103

.111

.128

Bn
.550

.409

.318

.256

.211

.105
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